Receive 15% off MSRP NOW through September 30th, 2022*

If you have been considering the move to automating your vendor onboarding and management process, take advantage of this first and likely ONLY discount like this PaymentWorks is offering as a thank you to E&I Cooperative for their dedication to the higher education community!

PaymentWorks eliminates the risk of business payments fraud, reduces cost and ensures compliance by automating complex payee-management processes.

Digital supplier onboarding saves time and allows for the continuous monitoring and updating of the information - while thwarting any efforts to hijack an existing vendor record and redirect payments. Say goodbye to worrying about fraud scams!

**E&I / PaymentWorks Contract Highlights:**

- Replace your manual vendor form
- Automatically onboard approved vendors
- Automatically check sanction/debarment/diversity statuses & validate identities such as TINs and ACH / bank account ownership
- Protect vendor payments with indemnification against fraud up to 2 million dollars
- New and existing payees can self-manage changes & updates
- Ensure compliance with continuous sanctions monitoring
- Payments Security - shift your risk of payments fraud to PaymentWorks
- Interface with any ERP system
- Reduce costs by shifting from checks to ACH payments
- 90 day implementation = quick time to value with minimal IT resources
- Competitive E&I member pricing via E&I contract number EI00042

*New PaymentWorks Quotes Only*